
DETERMINATION OF EOP FROM COMBINATIONOF SLR AND VLBI DATA AT THE OBSERVATIONAL LEVELN.V. SHUYGINAInstitute of applied astronomy of RAS10 Kutuzov quay, 191187 St.Petersburg, Russiae-mail: nvf@quasar.ipa.nw.ruABSTRACT. Time series of Earth orientation parameters (EOP) are commonly obtained inde-pendently from the processing of high accuracy modern observations such as VLBI, SLR, LLR,and GPS. This paper is devoted to an attempt of determination of EOP series from the jointanalysis of SLR and VLBI measurements at the observation level. We used laser ranges to geode-tic satellites LAGEOS, LAGEOS 2, and Etalon 1&2. All range measurements are taken fromthe Crustal Dynamics Data Informational System (CDDIS) and European Data Center (EDC).VLBI observations of distant quasars are obtained from the NEOS-A campaign. Processing ofthese measurements is performed in two steps. On the �rst stage the short arc technique withthe arc length of 7 days is applied to all SLR measurements to adjust orbital parameters alongwith coe�cients to the radiation pressure reectance model and along track acceleration terms.All these parameters are considered to be non-stochastic. For VLBI measurements zenith com-ponent of troposphere delay and its gradients in horizontal and vertical directions are adjustedas stochastic signals on each day of observation. Both coordinates of quasars and site coordi-nates are considered to be accurately known and are not improved. It is very important thatboth SLR and VLBI observations are processed by the same program package, using the sameastronomical constants and models for di�erent kinds of measurements.On the second stage SLR and VLBI observations are mixed to determine corrections tovariables mentioned above along with all �ve Earth rotation parameters. Kalman �lteringprocedure is used to solve the system of conditional equations. Combining SLR and VLBImeasurements on the short one day arc makes it possible to get standard deviations of parameters1.5 times smaller to compare with that obtained by means of each technique separately. ApplyingKalman �ltering method to the longer observational time span of 7 days allows us to derive EOPvariations with subduinal periods.1. INTRODUCTIONSatellite laser ranging as well as very long baseline interferometry is the most useful tech-niques used to derive geodynamic information. Now a number of program packages are developedto process observation of di�erent kinds. It is obvious that all these packages consist basically ofsimilar procedures and routines, and only a small fraction of them is speci�c for each package.It is clear that it is possible to construct a universal program package for any type of ephemerisapplications. It is the programming system ERA (Ephemeris Research in Astronomy) that isintended to process di�erent types of high precision observations (Krasinsky, 1997). The use182



of the ERA system permits us to obtain Earth orientation parameters from the combinationof SLR and VLBI data at the observational level. In particular, mixing SLR measurementsof LAGEOS 1 & 2 and Etalon 1 & 2 satellites with the VLBI observations of quasars we canimprove all parameters of Earth rotation.2. DATA ANALYSISThe data analysis was performed using the software, which is basically follows the IERSConventions 1996 (McCarthy, 1996). The dynamical model for LAGEOS-type satellites includesthe following perturbations:� Gravitational perturbations due to the Sun, the Moon and planets (JPL DE403 planetaryephemeredes);� Newtonians terms caused by the non-geodetic motion of the Earth (coupling of the externalmass action and the Earth quadrupole moment e�ect) - indirect acceleration due to theoblateness of the Earth;� Newtonian perturbing acceleraion due to the Earth's non-sphericity. The Earth gravity�eld is calculated according to the EGM model truncated to the 20-th degree and orderwith the following values for the coe�cients C20; C21; S21 and their rates:_C20 = 1:162� 10�11=year;C21 = �0:187� 10�9; _C21 = �1:300� 10�11=year;S21 = 1:195� 10�9; _S21 = 1:100� 10�11=year: (1)� The changes in the geopotential coe�cients C21; S21 due to the dynamic polar motionaccording to the formulas:�C21 = KfC20p3(xp(t)� xp(t));�S21 = �KfC20p3(yp(t)� yp(t)); (2)whereKf = 0:331;xp; yp { mean values of x� and y� pole coordinates at the epoch t0 = 2000:0 which arecalculated according to formulas:xp(t) = xp(t0) + _xp(t0)(t� t0);yp(t) = yp(t0) + _yp(t0)(t� t0); (3)with the following numerical values of the mean coordinates and their rates:xp(t0) = 0:054mas; _xp(t0) = 0:00083mas=year;yp(t0) = 0:357mas; _yp(t0) = 0:00395mas=year: (4)� Perturbations due to the direct solar radiation pressure;� Along-track empirical acceleration (the coe�cient is considered to be a solve-for parameterfor each orbital arc);� Relativistic terms (Schwarzschild terms, Lense-Thirring terms due to the Earth rotation,quadrupole terms). 183



3. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTSLaser ranges to geodetic satellites LAGEOS, LAGEOS 2, and Etalon 1&2, and VLBI obser-vations of extragalactic objects obtained within the NEOS{A program were used to derive Earthorientation parameters. Determination of EOP from the joint processing of these measurementswas performed by means of two di�erent statistical methods | standard least squares procedureand Kalman �ltering method. In both cases short arc technique with the arc length of 7 dayswas applied to all SLR measurements to adjust orbital parameters along with coe�cients to theradiation pressure reectance model and along track acceleration terms. All these parametersare considered to be non-stochastic. For VLBI measurements zenith component of tropospheredelay and its gradients in horizontal and vertical directions are adjusted as stochastic signals ona day of observation. Covariation functions for these parameters were calculated on the basis ofthe model of troposphere (Stotskii, 1992) and "random walk" procedure for clock modeling de-scribed in (Vasilyev, 1999). Neither coordinates of quasars nor site coordinates are not improvedin these cases.Table 1: Corrections to the EOP and their formal uncertainties obtained from di�erent sets ofobservations. EOP VLBI VLBI+ VLBI+ SLRL1+L2 L1+L2+E1+E2xp (mas) -0.326 -0.001 0.023 0.09986 44 43 86yp (mas) 0.034 0.204 0.208 0.20284 31 30 82UT1-UTC (ms) 0.026 0.017 0.0155 4 4d (mas) -0.260 -0.190 -0.182143 133 130d� (mas) 0.240 0.187 0.22772 67 65In the �rst case the SLR and VLBI observations are mixed to determine corrections to vari-ables mentioned above along with all �ve Earth rotation parameters in the frame of the weightedleast squares method. Table 1 illustrates corrections to the Earth orientation parameters to com-pare with the EOP(IERS) C 04 and their formal uncertainties obtained from di�erent sets ofobservations (pure VLBI observations or VLBI measurements combined with SLR observationsof di�erent satellites | LAGEOS (L1), LAGEOS 2 (L2), Etalon 1 (E1), and Etalon 2 (E2)) ona day period of time. It is clear that combining SLR and VLBI measurements on the short oneday arc allows us to get standard deviations of pole coordinates smaller to compare with thoseobtained by means of each technique separately.At the second stage Kalman �ltering procedure is used to solve the system of conditionalequations. Applying the Kalman method to the combination of VLBI and SLR data on theperiod of one month permits us to derive continuous set of Earth orientation parameters on thewhole period with high resolution. Table 2 shows root mean square and formal uncertainties ofthis one-month EOP set as compared with that of EOP(IERS) C 04.One can see that both rms and formal uncertainties of celestial pole coordinates obtained184



Table 2: Formal uncertainties and root mean square residuals of determination of the EOP on28 days period. EOP VLBI+SLR VLBI SLRrms formal rms formal rms formalxp (mas) 0.16 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.23 0.07yp (mas) 0.20 0.05 0.16 0.13 0.27 0.06UT1-UTC (ms) 0.013 0.007 0.011 0.007d (mas) 0.27 0.20 0.18 0.22d� (mas) 0.23 0.10 0.24 0.11

Figure 1: Di�erences of xp and EOP(IERS) C 04 derived by means of Kalman �ltering.185



Figure 2: Di�erences of yp and EOP(IERS) C 04 derived by means of Kalman �ltering.

Figure 3: Di�erences of UT1{UTC and EOP(IERS) C 04 derived by means of Kalman �ltering.186



Figure 4: Di�erences of d and EOP(IERS) C 04 derived by means of Kalman �ltering.

Figure 5: Di�erences of d� and EOP(IERS) C 04 derived by means of Kalman �ltering.187
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